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10th Anniversary of Aviation-Event –
more successful than ever.
2018 has many challenges for aviation industry. The
issues are obvious: security, reliability, costs and digitization. All these questions, in addition to Brexit, were
brought up in the agenda of the Aviation-Event 2018 in
the Dusseldorf airport.
The Conference center „DUSconference plus” in Dusseldorf
airport became a meeting place of the aviation branch for
this day. With a view to the runway leading experts, insiders
and representatives of the aviation industry talked over / discussed and gave an open insight into the branch’s clue topics.
The first highlight of the morning was the Keynote „Eurowings: Our Way Forward“ by Oliver Wagner, Managing Director and CCO Eurowings. He underlined that Eurowings
will continue its growth and promised to set up stable flight
schedules by the middle of July. After the Keynote the topic
of Security was discussed by Ralph Beisel, CEO of the German
Airport Association ADV: „We haven‘t been very creative. We
put traditional security on top of the list of priorities. We are
far away from risk-based security.“ Problems of the responsibilities (State, airport, airlines) and issues like costs, staff, processes and high-class standards were primary./Primary issues
were related to allocation of responsibilities (state institutions,
airport administration, airlines) and to matters of costs, staffing, processes and high-class standards. „European Union:
Brexit - and then what?“ this was the title of the Christoph
Debus’ Keynote, Chief Airlines office of Thomas Group Cook
plc. For him and for the participants in the next panel it is
certain: Brexit comes. So, to create a smooth air traffic, and
what everybody is interested in, we need to elaborate clear
frames and bilateral agreements. In addition, everyone has to
join the discussions.
The afternoon was the time/ allocated for discussions
around issues like „Ground Transportation: Airport bottlenecks and Terminal capacity“, “How to manage aviation in a
digital era?“ and „Low-cost Long-haul - the next step“. At the
moment „Low-cost long-haul“ leads the industry. Does this
strategy have future? Is there a market for it? How can this
model be implemented successfully? According to a detailed
analysis of Max Oldorf, Chief Commercial Officer ch-aviation,

the next Panel is there to contravene this issue. Rüdiger Kiani-Kress, Aviation journalist for Wirtschaftswoche, discussed
together with Heike Birlenbach, Deutsche Lufthansa AG,
Simone Schwab, Fraport AG, and Michael Garvens, Senior
Consultant, possible strategies and consequences for airlines
and airports. Stefan Pichler, President / CEO of Royal Jordanian Airlines, gave an insight into an airline success in the
Middle-East. He took the participants on a the trip with lots
of figures and facts and shared his rich experience. Prof. Dr.
Adrian von Dörnberg, Founder and Managing Partner of The
Travel Consulting GmbH, hosted the event knowledgeably
and eloquently. According to him, frankness and depth of the
Aviation-Event 2018 makes a clear statement: The Aviation industry needs such event not only as a building platform of
the industry, but also to estimate the achieved results, to constructively share best practices and to look beyond the limits.
Marcel Riwalsky, initiator of Aviation-Event and manager of
DA! GmbH, adds: „The Aviation-Event celebrates its 10th Anniversary this year and is completely booked up. We had
three fantastic Keynotes with Oliver Wagner, Christoph Debus and Stefan Pichler for our visitors. And the topics really
hit the target with their reflections on clue issues of the industry.“ The next year the Aviation-Event will offer a summary again, many questions and answers will be brought
up, and we’ll have a look at the future. Perhaps we’ll have
Uber-air taxis as a serious talk, as Claus Unterkircher, Head
of Operations and Logistics, Uber Austria, have said jokes
aside.
The Aviation-Event 2019 will take place in June and again
in an Airport – „if everything works out in the way we imagine it“, according to Marcel Riwalsky. And with the new
media partner Handelsblatt Global the internationalization will be developed worldwide.
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»The panel discussion about LCC long haul confirmed again, the current
dynamics in our industry are enormous, moreover looking at all the players
in Europe we believe a further consolidation is due as stand alone solutions in
that segment have not yet proven to be profitable. The LH Group Airlines with
the Multi-Hub structure and our P2P Eurowings Group are positioned well to
play an active role in this game«
Heike Birlenbach, CCO Hub Frankfurt, Deutsche Lufthansa AG

»In a situation where the political leadership is seemingly incapable of providing solid and reliable guidance for airlines and other businesses to chart a
sensible way in a Post-Brexit environment, businesses like bmi are forced to
create facts sooner than later in a world of such volatility and this is exactly
what we are doing.«
Jochen Schnadt, Chief Commercial Officer, bmi

»Airfreight is an exciting and growing industry! Digital technology is a huge
opportunity to improve quality, efficiency and speed even further to the
benefit of our customers and the global business community.«
Alexis von Hoensbroech, Lufthansa Cargo Board Member Product & Sales

»Air Cargo Carriers and Integrators continue to position themselves as important players in a competitive and dynamic market environment. Global
supply chains need both players to fulfill customer needs. New players such
as Amazon or Alibaba are already in the process of building up their own
logistics competences, which will make them very strong contenders in the
future. This ensures that air cargo will continue to have a certain sex appeal
in regards to globalization, especially when it comes to cross border e-commerce as the key driving factor for growth and innovation in our industry.«
Markus Kopp, Vorstand / Chief Commercial Officer, Mitteldeutsche Flughafen AG,
Supervisory Board MemberG

»Global hubs will be the center of the future - the places where big companies,
big money, big talent, big science, big culture come together. Airports and
airlines play a key role. More than ever they become the plug for growth and
a promising tomorrow.«
Frank Dopheide, Managing Director HANDELSBLATT MEDIA GROUP GMBH & Co. KG

»In these turbulent times there is one central question: Will the open points
of the ‘divorce’ be clarified promptly, so that there is a legally binding agreement “withdrawal agreement“, the signing of which is the crucial transition
phase to December 2020? In just nine months (29 March, 2019) the UK officially exits the EU. Nine months is no time for an airline to plan ahead«
Christoph Debus, Chief Airlines office of Thomas Group Cook plc

»How to manage aviation in a digital era” – What an exciting Panel. Three
characters with different job roles roles, different goals and different views
on aviation, but in the end all agreed to three key success factors:
1. T he key to the success of a digital transformation is added value for our
customers
2. All the digital services you can offer are based on data. You must first
consolidate and structure your data to make it usable at all
3. To manage aviation in a digital era you need a digital strategy«
Sebastian Letz, Head of Business Development, anywhere24

»Key success factors in the Middle East are to stay out of irrational
competition and be tight on your capacity.«
Stefan Pichler, President / CEO Royal Jordanian Airlines

»As much as low-cost long-haul seems an important field, there is no proof
it is sustainable. Especially if compared to the established carriers, the
disadvantage it presents seems to be higher than the advantage in costs.«
Rüdiger Kiani-Kress, Aviation Journalist, Wirtschaftswoche,
Aviation-Event Supervisory Board Member

»The panel showed clearly that neither the Airlines nor the Airports know yet
if this will be the next big thing or if it will be a big fail.«
Max Oldorf, Chief Commercial Officer, ch-aviation GmbH
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»The Aviation-Event celebrates its 10th Anniversary this year and is
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Agenda
14:00 PANEL 3
»GROUND TRANSPORTATION: AIRPORT
BOTTLENECKS AND TERMINAL CAPACITY«

08:00 REGISTRATION
09:00 OPENING SPEECH
Thomas Schnalke

Sabine Richartz, Dr. Karsten Benz, Claus Unterkircher,
Dr. Marco Emmermann
Moderation: Jens Koenen

09:10 OPENING PANEL
Dirk Lindner, Frank Dopheide

14:45 KEYNOTE
»HOW TO RUN A SUCCESSFUL
AIRLINE IN THE MIDDLE EAST«

09:45 HOT SEAT
»INTEGRATORS VS. TRADITIONAL FREIGHT«
Alexis von Hoensbroech, Prof. Dr. Christoph W. Stoller
Moderation: Markus Kopp

Stefan Pichler

15:15 PANEL 4
»HOW TO MANAGE AVIATION
IN A DIGITAL ERA?«

10:15 COFFEE BREAK & NETWORKING
10:45 KEYNOTE
»EUROWINGS: OUR WAY FORWARD.«

Jouni Juhani Oksanen, Tamara Bullock, Kim Flenskov
Moderation: Sebastian Letz

Oliver Wagner

11:15 PANEL 1
»SECURITY: CHALLENGES
AND RISK SCENARIOS«

16:00 COFFEE BREAK & NETWORKING
16:30 ANALYSIS
»LOW-COST LONG-HAUL – THE NEXT STEP«

Ernst G. Walter, Dr. Gerhard Ott, Matthias von Randow,
Angeles Pozo, Ralph Beisel
Moderation: Elmar M. Giemulla

Max Oldorf

16:45 PANEL 5
»LOW-COST LONG-HAUL– THE NEXT STEP«

12:00 KEYNOTE
»EUROPEAN UNION: BREXIT, AND THEN WHAT?«

Heike Birlenbach, Simone Schwab, Michael Garvens
Moderation: Rüdiger Kiani-Kress

Christoph Debus

Moderator of the Conference:
Prof. Dr. Adrian von Dörnberg

12:15 PANEL 2
»EUROPEAN UNION: BREXIT, AND THEN WHAT?«
Christoph Debus, Jochen Schnadt
Moderation: Dr. Karsten Benz

12:45 LUNCH BREAK & NETWORKING
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Aviation-Event: Successful Social Media
Communication for aviation industry
• We identify the right communications channels.
• We analyse the use of influencers, and will assist you not
only in getting them established but also in building up
their contribution.
We show you how social media works.

Michael Eggenschwiler, CEO Hamburg Airport. Communicating via Social Media live.
Social Media live:
We support your project all the way through – starting
with the briefing, right through to implementation and
publication via the various channels. Needless to say, we
coordinate everything with you in advance, and in detail
– at the same time, we leave room for spontaneous ideas.
After all, this is the very essence of social media communications. We look behind the scenes, conducting interviews, posting news articles and contributions. We give
enterprises a ‚human face‘, and strengthen their ties to
target groups. State-of-the-art communications – live and
direct: this is what we will realise through social media, for
you and your project.
Consulting (Workshop):
Clients for our consultancy services comprise businesses
from the most diverse of branches.
Specifically:
• We provide information on the various social media
channels.
• We show you what to communicate – how to best communicate it, and where.
• We devise communications plans and targets.

Media Posting:
Our services don‘t stop with editorial work or video production: we will be pleased to disseminate your posts via
the channels we cover. For this purpose, we will adapt the
postings to the respective format – if appropriate, we may
also edit them in coordination with you. We want to make
sure your content is right on target.
Outsourcing:
Are you planning an event for the aviation industry? If yes,
why not use our experience and inside knowledge of the
sector? We not only know the right locations and personalities – we are also aware of relevant topics. Let us help you
inspire the aviation industry with your ideas!

Sunexpress Social Media Flight.
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